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WORKING IN LARGE FOOD RETAILERS IN FRANCE AND THE USA: THE KEY ROLE OF INSTITUTIONS

Par Philippe Askenazy, Jean-Baptiste Berry, Françoise Carré, Sophie Prunier-Poulmaire, Chris Tilly.

Introduction

A persistent theme in international research on employment practices has been the continuing divergence of management practices across nations despite the growth of globalizing forces (Gallie, 2007; Hall and Soskice, 2001; Katz and Darbishire, 2000; Whitley, 1999). This divergence has resulted in distinct outcomes for jobs with clear differences in average job quality across countries. Thus, questions about the nature of societal institutions’ effects on business practices, particularly as they relate to employment, persist. They remain a fruitful area for research because of what they can teach us about the dynamics of industrial societies and also because of implications that can be drawn for employment and social policies.

Following recent research (Colling and Clark, 2002; Royle, 2006), the present article employs a sector-based approach to examine the interrelationships of markets, technology, work organization and societal institutions. This article explores these questions in the retail sector, the largest employment sector in the developed world and one with a track record of offering low quality jobs (Carré et al., 2010). The analysis, motivated by an interest in job quality outcomes in entry level jobs, asks what accounts for key differences in average job quality for cashier jobs in French and US supermarkets. The starting point is a set of cross-national differences in compensation, productivity and physical aspects of the job.

Explaining cross-national differences in job characteristics

Two bodies of literature about the determinants of job quality are particularly relevant for analysing mechanisms that might account for job divergences. A first literature studies the practices of multinationals outside their home country, in order to assess the impact and interplay of multinational home country ‘dominance’ effects (that is, the effect of dominant firm practices and their dissemination of certain national norms regarding employment) and ‘societal’ effects generated by host country institutions (‘national’ effects) on management practices and employment systems (Ferner, 1997; Meardi et al., 2009; Royle, 2006; Smith and Meiksins, 1995). This literature’s primary focus and point of entry are managerial practices, where such influences are felt, and which in turn help determine job characteristics.
A second group of analyses starts from observed differences in average job quality and analyses the contribution of societal institutions to these differences using sector-specific cross-national comparisons. Authors use selected job characteristics as the point of entry for comparing systems of employment. Starting from a micro-level analysis, they move up to locate jobs within systems of employment and the latter within a constellation of interacting social and economic spheres. For example, Baret et al. (2000) examine working time in retail in three European countries and Japan, while Bosch and Lehndorff (2005) analyse multiple service industries (including retail) in 10 European countries. This scholarship draws upon concepts initially developed by Maurice et al. (1986) to provide analytically meaningful categories for cross-national comparison of work and employment systems. Bosch and Lehndorff (2005) summarize four main spheres of influence on work:

1. Product market and consumers, including parameters of competition and product market regulation;
2. Management strategies, including corporate governance and technology;
3. The labour market and associated institutions and norms, public policy, customers and industrial relations;
4. The welfare state and gender relations including family structures and taxes and benefits.

Both literatures approach these issues through sector-specific studies, thus setting sectoral characteristics regarding market, production technology and the organization of work as mediating processes for economic forces and societal effects. For example, Colling and Clark (2002) argue that sector effects, growing out of a company’s particular sector of production – and its shared practices – mediate in important ways the dominance effects of a multinational’s home country, enhancing or weakening host country effects. And within Gadrey’s (2000) framework, market and organizational structures will differ systematically by sector. Dialogue bridging the two literatures has been limited, but appears potentially fruitful.

The present work resonates with both literatures in recognizing the role of sector characteristics in mediating the effects of broader market and societal forces. It is posited that national business systems (Whitley, 1999) which form home country effects abroad will be expressed differently by sector despite some common features, and that sector patterns, again despite certain universal features, will take different shapes in different nations. Thus, this article develops the notion of a national-sectoral model that combines societal and sectoral effects.

To examine these effects, the current article presents comparative sector studies of food retail in France and the USA. Comparison and analytical leverage are facilitated by focusing on a single job, that of the cashier. This job is a natural choice, both because it is the largest category in the sector and because of widespread concern about the quality of entry level jobs in retail. The focus on cashiers also has gendered import, since the job is disproportionately female. The study also reduces confounding sources of variation by limiting attention to food retail, the largest sub-sectoral category.

Though this study’s framework connects both to the ‘dominant firms’ literature and to the ‘spheres of influence’ literature, the approach is distinct from both. As distinct from the dominant firm research, which tends to examine multinationals in varied national settings, this study compares employment practices in retail across several large companies, multinational and otherwise, in two national settings. The settings, the USA and France, are the home countries of the two largest retail multinationals, Wal-Mart and Carrefour. However, the focus is not on these two dominant firms per se but rather on identifying characteristics of the two national-sectoral models that constitute the
home contexts for these firms (and, due to confidentiality agreements, it is not possible to identify participating companies). The other distinction with the dominant firms literature is that job characteristics are taken as the analytical starting point, rather than management strategies per se.

The ‘spheres’ literature embodies a number of approaches to assessing the influence of sectoral and societal influences. Baret (2000), in a case study of food retail in France, examines the interaction of management strategies with collective bargaining and regulatory restrictions on working time, but does not consider the institutions and norms regulating the division of labour within the family, and thus labour supply. Jany-Catrice and Lehndorff (2005), studying retail in 10 countries, essentially limit their attention to management strategies and labour supply. Gadrey et al. (2000), summing up Baret’s and three other national case studies of retail, adopt a broader frame that includes both sets of institutions as well as management strategies in explaining working time outcomes. The present article broadens the field of view still further, including a wider set of job outcomes and societal effects, including product market regulation. This wider window on retail jobs reflects (but does not test) a perspective in which sets of employment practices tend to fit together into a mutually sustaining or at least compatible package. It is accomplished by centering the comparison on two countries and focusing on a particular sub-sector and job.

**Methods**

In addition to drawing on national statistics, this article brings a unique set of case studies to bear on this comparison. Based on a common methodology used for a cross-national research project on low wage work in the USA and five European countries, the case studies conducted by teams between 2005 and 2007 provide a broadly representative sample of large stores within large retail food companies (with the exception of hard discounters): six outlets of five major national chains in France and 12 stores at 10 chains in the USA from various regions. Interviews were conducted confidentially and work activity was observed. The interview topics covered work organization, workplace relations, recruitment and training policies as well as compensation issues. Confidential worker interviews detailed schedules, training and working conditions. Workers could refuse to participate, but very few did because the interview time was paid time as part of the work shift.

In France, chains in the study ranged from super-discount stores to high end stores, with no hard discounters included. For each participating group and chain, national or international HRMs (human resource managers) or SRMs (social relation managers) were interviewed. For each outlet, the methodology entailed face-to-face interviews with a national union representative, store directors, store HRM if any, schedules planner, cashier supervisor, about half of the other store managers, one or two workers’ representatives at the establishment level if any and the occupational practitioners. In supermarkets, five cashiers were interviewed; in hypermarkets, 15 to 20 cashiers were interviewed. The main negotiator of the French Employers’ Organization of Large Food Retailers and two union negotiators for national sectoral agreements were also interviewed. A total of 106 interviews were conducted.

In the USA, participating retailers included three higher service, one medium service, three warehouse formats and three ‘tiered’ service (meaning that stores have areas providing higher end services while the rest of the store provides a medium level of service) companies. In total, 113 interviews were conducted. Of these, 47 were with frontline workers including cashiers and clerks, and 13 were with first level supervisors. The remainder were with all levels of corporate, regional and store level management in operations and human resources. Interviews were conducted with union representatives at two of three companies that had unions.
Explaining differences in pay, productivity and posture

Table 1, panel 1 compares absolute hourly pay levels between the two countries. Using a purchasing power parity (PPP) conversion allows comparison of standards of living. By this standard, in the aggregate, workers in large French food outlets were better paid than their US counterparts, but French cashiers in particular earned slightly less on average (though more in the study field cases).

However, from the viewpoint of transnational corporations able to convert currencies and make global location choices, a nominal exchange rate conversion was more relevant; by this criterion, French workers were on average more expensive. Moreover, the desirability of the cashier job within a country depended primarily on the relative level of pay, in comparison with other alternatives. Using two-thirds of the median hourly wage in each country as a cut-off point for low wages, French retail workers were far more likely to be well paid in relative terms (Table 1, panel 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross hourly wages of retail workers in France and the USA</th>
<th>( \text{PPP} )</th>
<th>( \text{Nominal exchange rate} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\text{All retail}</td>
<td>$13.50</td>
<td>$16.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Large food stores (supermarket or larger)}</td>
<td>$13.25</td>
<td>$16.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Cashiers in large food stores}</td>
<td>$11.56</td>
<td>$14.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Cashiers from cases}</td>
<td>$9.25–$12.02</td>
<td>$11.51–$14.96 ( \text{Start at } $5.15–10, \text{ top } $20.83 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of workers falling below low hourly wage* threshold in France and the USA, 2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{France} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{All retail}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Food retail}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Cashiers in retail}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Cashiers in food retail}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retail productivity measures for France and the USA ( \text{PPP} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\text{France}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Annual sales per square foot of selling area} (large food stores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Annual sales per hour} (large food stores)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\text{Typical targets for items scanned per minute by cashiers}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

*PPP denotes purchasing power parity exchange rate.

**The percentage of cashiers below the low-wage thresholds is 64 per cent in both Discount Stores and General Merchandise stores.

Sources:


Productivity sources: Sales per square foot or per hour - France; estimations using FCD/French food retail employers’ federation Rapport de branche 2008; for employment, sales and surface and Labour Force Survey/ Eagle (INSEE, 2006) for France; USA - from Food Marketing Institute (2009); Value added per employee-hour in national currency, computed from EU KLEMS (2008) exchange rate from US Federal Reserve Bank (2009). See notes for case studies.

Notes:
PPP denotes a purchasing power parity exchange rate.

Low hourly wage threshold is defined as 2/3 of the economy-wide median hourly wage.

The percentage of cashiers below the low wage threshold is 66 per cent in both Discount Stores and General Merchandise stores.

Sales and value-added converted using nominal exchange rate.

Sources:


**Workers below low hourly wage:** France – DADS, INSEE. USA – March Current Population Survey.


View larger version

Note that higher hourly pay in France does not necessarily imply adequate pay, both because of the higher French cost of living and because of the part-time employment that is common in retail in both countries.

A second striking difference concerns productivity performance (Table 1, panel 3). Sales per square foot of selling area were, remarkably, nearly three times as high in large French retail establishments, denoting much more intensive use of space. Value-added per employee-hour was almost 12 per cent greater in French retail. Zooming in on target item scanning rates, a key measure of cashier productivity in both countries, also revealed a higher rate in France. This higher productivity makes higher compensation economically sustainable for firms.

A third difference, not shown in the Table, was that French cashiers sit whereas US cashiers stand.

Contrasts in job characteristics not accounted for by market and organizational differences

One possible source of difference in jobs was the national mix of food store formats. Perhaps a greater role for large stores in France generated higher pay and productivity. This analysis omits
convenience and ‘mom and pop’ stores but even within large food stores, various formats coexist in both countries.

Category definitions differ across countries, making a head-to-head comparison difficult. Nonetheless, Table 2 reveals broad similarities in store formats. In both countries, large outlets dominate food sales but in fact this dominance was somewhat more pronounced in the USA. The larger share of hypermarkets in France than of supercenters and warehouse stores in the USA was primarily an artefact of a lower selling area threshold for the French category. (Hypermarkets are defined as stores over 2500m²; therefore the French hypermarket category includes stores that would be classified as supermarkets in the USA.) The much greater floor area of US supercenters compared to French hypermarkets stems in part from this definitional difference, but also presumably reflects the more recent rollout of supercenters and hypermarkets in the USA and the well known lower density typical of US development. France has a larger overall average store size, but the difference is small. Given similar store areas and France’s greater sales per square foot (Table 1, panel 3), average sales per store were considerably higher in France.

Table 2. Profile of large food stores in France and the USA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Profile of large food stores in France and the USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>France 2007</th>
<th>USA 2002</th>
<th>USA 2006 (imputed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>% of total food sales</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supermarkets</td>
<td>33.1%</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
<td>65.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypermarkets/supercenters</td>
<td>33.0%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All large food retailers</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
<td>81.5%</td>
<td>85.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average square feet per store, 1000s</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supermarkets</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypermarkets/supercenters</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>123.9</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All large food retailers</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average annual sales per store, US$$ 1000</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supermarkets</td>
<td>$12,239</td>
<td>$5,975</td>
<td>$6,471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypermarkets/supercenters</td>
<td>$102,648</td>
<td>$65,677</td>
<td>$71,14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All large food retailers</td>
<td>$25,482</td>
<td>$8,492</td>
<td>$10,135</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

French figures from 2007, US figures from 2002 (most recent Economic Census). For USA, 'Hypermarkets/supercenters' corresponds to the 'Warehouse stores and supercenters' category. French sales converted to dollars using nominal exchange rates.

**Imputation procedures for USA 2006**: percentage of food sales based on sales, establishments where i denotes a size category, 2006 count of establishments from County Business Patterns (US Census Bureau, 2008a).

Average annual sales per store: store sales, total sales, total sales for the sub-sector from Annual Retail Survey (US Census Bureau, 2008b).

Sources:

France – FCD (French food retail employers’ federation) Rapport de brefnce (FCD, 2008) or INSEE Compte du commerce 2008 (INSEE, 2009b) USA – All from US Economic Census 2002: sales from US Census Bureau (2005a); area from US Census Bureau (2005b).

Notes:

**Imputation procedures for USA 2006:** percentage of food sales based on sales \(_{i,2006} = \text{sales}_{i,2002} \times \text{establishments}_{i,2006} / \text{establishments}_{i,2002}\), where \(i\) denotes a size category. 2006 count of establishments from County Business Patterns (US Census Bureau, 2008a).

Average annual sales per store: \(\text{store sales}_{i,2006} = \text{store sales}_{i,2002} \times (\text{total sales}_{i,2006} / \text{total sales}_{i,2002}) / (\text{establishments}_{i,2006} / \text{establishments}_{i,2002})\), with total sales for the sub-sector from Annual Retail Survey (US Census Bureau, 2008b).

**Sources:**


**View larger version**

In brief, there was little to indicate that larger food stores in France explained differences in pay and productivity. An explanation of the differences found in pay, pace and physical position of cashier jobs must be found elsewhere.

The mix of tasks bundled into cashier jobs was, for the most part, identical across the Atlantic. The French ‘SBAM’ (smile, hello, good-bye, thank-you) would be recognizable to any US shopper. However, there were several noteworthy differences. US cashiers almost invariably identified and weighed produce, whereas in France consumers were responsible for these tasks in many settings. French cashiers removed anti-theft tags from liquor and clothing, whereas in the USA such tags were rare in the typical grocery order. US cashiers usually bagged groceries or at least assisted the bagger and customer with bagging; in France the customer was expected to bag. According to the researchers’ ergonomic observations, French cashiers typically did more to monitor for theft, including checking overhead mirrors and a panoramic lens at cash register level, checking goods on the belt (e.g. examining multi-packs of bottles for hidden small items) and checking inside customers’ bags. French cashiers counted their cash at the end of a shift or when unloading a full register; in the USA, supervisors counted cash.

The fact that US cashiers stand was connected to bagging. A human resource executive in a US supermarket chain explained: ‘If you’re sitting, it would be hard to swivel around and stand to bag. So that would be the most important reason that US cashiers stand.’ Interestingly, the ergonomic literature shows that both models – exclusively upright and exclusively seated postures – have negative health consequences. Ideally, workstations should accommodate both positions (Lehman et al., 2001). This literature also shows that productivity and satisfaction are not significantly different in the two positions. So standing versus sitting cannot explain differences in productivity and pay between the two countries.

Bagging by US cashiers did not explain the difference in scan rates, which were calculated only for times when the register was online. A US warehouse store cashier noted, ‘Like if you’re scanning things, you can hit “total” between items and it’ll stop the count.’ At first glance, US cashiers’ task of recognizing and weighing produce seemed a possible explanation for slower target scan rates but this explanation is unsatisfactory. Field work confirmed that very high scan rate objectives were also found in French hypermarkets, where cashiers were expected to weigh produce. In fact, given French
cashiers’ expanded responsibilities for anti-theft monitoring, one might expect them to scan more slowly. A last source of productivity disparity could be the scan technology but there was no evidence that French retailers used more advanced technology.

Relatively small differences in the tasks of cashiers in France and the US were consistent with the clear divergence between sitting and standing. But they did not explain the rather large differences in pay and productivity between the two settings.

Societal effects with direct impacts: labour regulation

Both countries exhibited direct institutional effects in the labour regulation sphere, meaning institutional features impacted on job quality directly rather than, for example, via changing the decision terms of firms or employees. Contrasts in labour regulation played the most direct role in this two-country comparison, as also noted by others (Gadrey, 2000).

First and foremost, the sharp difference between the high value of the minimum wage in France and the low US minimum wage played a key role in the stark contrast in incidence of low wage work in retail. In France a high national minimum wage (SMIC) relative to the national median wage contributed to the lowest incidence of low wages in retail of six countries in a cross-national study (Carré et al., 2010). In 2006, the French minimum wage stood at 68 per cent of the median wage. With a definition of low wage workers as earners of less than two-thirds of the median net hourly wage of full-time staff, this rate virtually drove the proportion of low wage workers to 0 per cent. It has since lost ground.

The US minimum wage has lost real value over the past 30 years, under intensive lobbying by industries employing low wage workers, particularly retail and food service. By early 2007, the real minimum wage had declined to only 30 per cent of the median wage. The US Congress implemented a relatively small increase in 2007, with increments in 2008 and 2009. States may set a minimum above the federal level and in 2007 30 out of 50 did (US Department of Labor, 2008). Where implemented, state minimum wages are about 20 per cent higher than the federal one (Dube et al., 2010).

The minimum wage affects both entry level wages and the reservation wage. In both countries, food retailers set entry level pay at or slightly above the minimum wage. Using the nominal value of the US minimum wage implemented in July 2008 ($6.55) as a yardstick, one in 12 US retail workers – and one in five part-time, frontline retail workers – fell below the benchmark in early 2007, while only one in 19 private sector workers fell short (Carré and Tilly, 2008). Furthermore, the minimum wage’s high relative value in France, combined with the RMI (guaranteed minimum income), contributed to a higher reservation wage economy-wide.

Second, the USA’s lack of mandated hourly pay and benefit parity between full-time and part-time workers contributed to the high incidence of low wage work in US retail relative to France. In the USA, part-time work was a primary means of establishing a lower pay scale and excluding workers from employer-sponsored benefit plans. The contrast in pay alone was clear. In 2007, part-timers in retail earned 67 per cent of full-timers’ hourly wages (and 31% of full-time weekly earnings), a disadvantage markedly exceeding that of part-timers economy-wide (77% of full-time wages) (Carré and Tilly, 2008). Benefit exclusion was a liability, as a supermarket cashier noted: ‘Some people, they work over 32 hours but they’re just not considered full-time. And that makes them so mad.’

Third, unions’ position in the labour relations system differed between the two countries. In France, collective bargaining influenced retail wages through sectoral agreements with major chains that
were extended to cover almost all workers. However, actual union membership was low – around 2 per cent – and union power in stores was weak. A hypermarket cashier’s perspective was typical: ‘Few people join unions, because of fear ... Fear of losing your job takes people’s spirit and consciousness away.’ While the bargained starting wage was regularly set below the SMIC, the agreement included seniority bonuses. In large incorporated chains, unions were able to secure additional advantages including profit-sharing schemes. Consequently, in such chains, cashiers with one year’s seniority could earn up to 125 per cent of the hourly SMIC. US retail unions had higher membership density – 19 per cent in grocery – but paradoxically, less power. They did bargain for higher benefits and more predictable work schedules at unionized stores, but had little impact on compensations sector-wide.

Societal effects with indirect impacts: product market regulation

Differences in the two national-sectoral models arising from contrasts in the regulation of shopping itself, part of the product market sphere, exerted indirect effects on cashier job outcomes. French store opening hours, shopping cultures and anti-competitive regulations induced concentrated peak hours, with (exceedingly) high customer flows and consequent pressures for cashiers. In contrast, US customer-oriented regulations led to the provision of relatively more services and greater job burdens, but in this case for shelf-stackers, who individually labelled items as mandated by consumer protection laws, rather than cashiers.

US food retail workers frequently worked one weekend day and evening schedules. In the near absence of regulations, large stores were open seven days a week and at least 15 hours daily with a trend to 24-hour operation. The impact on workers was clear, as a full-time supermarket cashier supervisor noted: ‘My shift starts at two in the afternoon and doesn’t end until eleven at night ... You have to be able to be flexible with your hours ... You don’t have a set schedule a week ... Sometimes I’ll get a Saturday off, sometimes I’ll get a Sunday off.’ In contrast, French food store hours were restricted by regulations and custom. French supermarkets were typically open from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and hypermarkets closed at 10 p.m.; both could open five Sundays a year, with additional exceptions for tourist zones and, since August 2009, for some retail zones facing extreme customer flows. In central business districts, or in tourist zones, stores could remain open 16 hours a day. Despite a slight increasing trend, approximately one hour over a decade, shopping hours were concentrated. Still, even with these restrictions, retail workers frequently experienced shift work because of set-up time and clean-up tasks under European Union food safety requirements.

In the two countries, store hours also reflected social schedules and rhythms of family life which in turn strongly shaped contrasting shopping behaviours. French customers carried out only marginal purchases after dinner time (7–9 p.m.), except for shift workers. Peak shopping hours were concentrated on Monday-Friday 5–8 p.m. and on Saturdays, largely as a result of the limit on Sunday opening. This limit constrained peak hours to about 20–25 hours per week (three hours Monday-Friday, plus five to 10 hours on Saturday), whereas US stores typically had about 36 peak hours (four hours on weekdays and eight hours on each weekend day).

Moreover, France historically has had a Malthusian policy limiting the growth of local surface areas for food sales. Restrictions were reinforced in 1996 and only partly removed in 2008. The policy was designed to shelter retailers in place from excessive competition. France has the strictest zoning rules in the OECD competitive database (Boylaud and Nicoletti, 2001). By contrast, and consistent with a deregulation-prone economy, entry is almost free in the USA.

As a result, large food retailing sales areas covered only 3.2 square feet per inhabitant in France, compared to 5.5 square feet in the USA. This rate was even lower in the largest metropolitan areas.
The problem was acute given a much larger food-at-home consumption market in France: in 2006, food-at-home spending per capita was €2600 in France in contrast to US$1800 in the USA.

The combination of these temporal and physical shopping limitations on such a large market meant that French stores unavoidably experienced massive customer flows during peak hours. The two hypermarkets investigated welcomed 10,000 visitors on weekdays and 25,000 on Saturday.

French regulations promoted an organizational choice that maximized the number of cashiers and warranted an intensive (and stressful) organization of work for cashiers. In a hypermarket with a 100,000-square-foot sales area, 50 cashier stations could operate simultaneously. Sitting reduced the space per cashier, allowing stores to maximize the number of cash registers. High scanning rates kept check-out lines flowing briskly. Nonetheless, French shoppers often experienced long waits during peak periods. This dramatically affected the relation between customers and cashiers: ‘As soon as five or six people are standing in line, people suffer. They don’t understand, they see us as robots and not as individuals. You always have to work faster’ (hypermarket cashier).

More broadly, without barriers to entry, large US retailers faced sharp price competition heightened by the aggressive expansion of Wal-Mart and the adoption of its practices by other retailers. Retailers’ cost-cutting strategies increased downward pressure on wages. A supermarket chain HR VP in a low zoning regulation southeast US setting noted the impact of easy entry on their competitive environment: ‘So that means it’s that competitive and it means it keeps the prices down. Here you’re constantly fighting for more customers so it’s a very challenging environment to operate in.’ In contrast, given barriers to entry in France, profits were simpler to extract. The pre-tax income of French supermarkets was 3.9 per cent of sales in 2005, almost twice that of US supermarkets (1.9% for fiscal year 2006–7).

Societal effects with indirect impacts shape managerial practice: labour supply

The height of the wage floor and the length of store opening hours shaped retailers’ labour preferences. Employers’ demands were only half the story, however. A set of institutions and norms also shaped available labour supply. The meeting of labour demand and labour supply – each deeply influenced by institutions, regulation and managerial strategy – generated differing outcomes in cashier jobs.

The overall rate of part-time employment in retail in the USA grew over time from the 1950s onward, reaching its current level (28% in 2007) by the end of the 1970s (Tilly, 1996: Table 2.5). Retrospective accounts single out the extension of store hours as a precipitating event. ‘As hours started expanding ... you couldn’t efficiently staff without part-timers, unless you wanted to have overlapping schedules and redundancies,’ said the personnel director of a supermarket chain in the late 1980s (Tilly, 1996: 146). Part-time employment had two advantages for retailers. First, by intricate scheduling of part-time employees, stores were able to match staffing closely to demand, shedding ‘excess’ labour hours. A corollary was that US retailers particularly wanted a large mass of short hour, part-time jobs – with the option to adjust hours upwards. The second advantage was to achieve lower hourly pay and benefit savings. Management strategies thus drove the spread of part-time hours.

In France, on the other hand, retailers’ labour demand was shaped by the high SMIC and the shorter store-opening hours. Some higher end supermarket operators signalled their conviction that their image required that their workers earn enough to buy in their stores. All of this drove retail employers to extract higher productivity. Concurrently, like US retailers, they aimed to have part-time workers available for added hours as needed, so they wished to deter employees from taking a second job. In addition, in their attempts to mirror a desired middle class clientele, French retail
managers sought workers with more polished social skills and reportedly preferred white, native-born workers. In summary, their strategies led French retailers to design especially demanding jobs, which were filled selectively.

In both countries, the part-time workforce consisted overwhelmingly of young workers and women of all ages. Thus, as retailers boosted part-time employment, they reached out to women and young people. US labour market and welfare state institutions support the availability of these groups. US high school students generally have shorter school hours and years than their French counterparts – about 799 instructional hours per year (Silva, 2007: Table 1) – leaving substantial afternoon and summer time available for work. In France, in contrast, the typical 15-year-old receives 1147 hours of instruction time per year (OECD, 2007: Table D1.1). It is also socially normal for a US high school student to work: 35 per cent of persons aged 16–19 were employed in the average month during 2007 (US Bureau of Labour Statistics, 2008a). In France, the norm is quite different, with only 9 per cent of 15–19-year-olds employed in 2006 (INSEE, 2008: T207). Persons aged less than 25, who make up 29 per cent of the US retail workforce, account for only 19 per cent in France.

In the USA, employers seeking low wage, part-time workers, including a large contingent of short hour workers, faced students and mothers seeking part-time jobs, many of them accepting earning wages that supplemented other family income sources. The French story was quite different. The net effect was that as demand met supply, French retail employers sought more from their employees, even though the available French workforce was less disposed to work part-time jobs. Retailers were only able to square these two exigencies by offering an ‘efficiency wage’ (Akerlof and Yellen, 1986) designed to attract and retain desired employees and elicit ongoing effort. The alternative, as many managers pointed out, would be unmanageably high turnover, absenteeism and pursuit of second jobs that would limit the scheduling availability of part-time workers.

Importantly, not all French institutions had the effect that might be expected. French retail unions had won a minimum hours threshold of 26 hours. However, the policy was subject to exceptions for students and for those who ‘voluntarily’ choose to work fewer hours. In practice, case studies for this
Project and standard statistical sources found that the great majority of cashiers worked less than 26 hours. Nonetheless, extremely short hours were less common in France than in the USA. Whereas 18 per cent of US retail workers usually worked less than 15 hours per week, and 34 per cent less than 20, in France, only 10 per cent and 16 per cent, respectively, did so.7

Summary and conclusion

This comparison of supermarket and hypermarket jobs in France and the USA does show some common sectoral features. In retail, regardless of the national model, managerial imperatives include tight control of costs, particularly labour cost, the need for flexible deployment of labour and the provision of adequate levels of service in the stores. Though some have characterized these features as a ‘Wal-Mart effect’ (Lichtenstein, 2009), in fact they long predate Wal-Mart’s rise to US and international dominance.

But there are also differences. This combination of similarities and differences reflects distinct national-sectoral models in the two countries. Each national-sectoral model is formed by the interaction of national institutions and sector-specific characteristics (notably the need to staff stores during long and non-standard working hours), but not in an additive fashion. Rather, the particular institutions that matter for each national-sectoral model do so in ways that are conditioned by the particularities of the retail sector. With this study’s focus on cashier jobs, the lowest paid category, labour regulation such as the minimum wage was quite important. Low wage jobs are those most likely to be protected by regulations that set a floor to the labour market (Gautié and Schmitt, 2010). Indeed, the higher minimum wage in France was found to play a significant role in accounting for the pay differential between the two countries. Higher compensation in France, in turn, underpinned a faster work pace.

Nevertheless, other aspects of job quality were not directly shaped by labour regulation but, rather, were affected by a cluster of other societal factors which, combined with product market regulations (restrictions on store hours and establishment of new stores), resulted in different employment practices and outcomes. Most importantly, given retail’s reliance on part-time work, reproductive institutions shaping the labour force participation of mothers and youth loomed large. The effects of these other societal factors occurred primarily indirectly, affecting managerial practice, which in turn had repercussions on job characteristics. The iterative effects resulted in differences in pay, productivity and posture between the two countries.

A cautionary note is that this article has compared French and US retail jobs as if they were fixed, when in fact they are in flux. That flux reflects not just changing managerial strategies, but also changing institutions. Today’s US retail jobs reflect a minimum wage that is low in historical terms, declining union density in retail and the demise of restrictions on store hours (Carré and Tilly, 2008). French retailers are currently pushing to liberalize store hours and reduce labour protection, and zoning policies are widely debated (Askenazy et al., 2008). This mutability in institutions, and thus societal effects, points to the need for further historical as well as comparative research.

This study’s findings resonate with both the literature studying dominance effects on managerial practices and the literature on spheres of influence shaping job characteristics. Like studies in those streams of work, this study examines the complex interaction between society, firm and managerial practice, taking sector as a mediating influence on national effects. The existence of distinct national-sectoral models points to the interdependent impact of societal and sectoral effects. The relevant societal effects in the case of retail are wide-ranging, embracing labour regulation via laws and collective bargaining, regulation of labour supply via schooling and care arrangements and regulation.
of product markets via laws restricting store hours and the opening of new stores, along with a normative overlay in each domain (e.g. a French norm that employees should be able to shop at the store where they work, norms about youth labour and expectations about when one should be able to shop). Arguably, societal effects remain strong because shopping culture and consumption patterns are deeply embedded in social life. Thus, despite the global dominance of a small number of giant retailers, societal effects are likely to remain strong in the retail sector.
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Notes
1Gadrey (2000) offers a slightly different formulation though implications are similar.
2Smith and Meiksins’s (1995) framework recognizing broad system effects (dynamics of capitalist production relations), societal effects and dominance effects brings similar dimensions to bear on, first, organizations’ choices and, second, employment systems.
3Hypermarkets that were included in the French study sample were large and comparable to US supercenters.
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